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TOVARD A STATISTICAL THEORY OF EMULSIONS
Christo I. thristov

For modelling the flows of dilute suspension the method of functi.onal
expansion with Poisson basis function (Poisson-~iener method) is applied.
Under the standart assumptions: the concentration of drops is low; the
characteristic lenght bf the flow is much greater then the radius of a drop;
the Reynolds number of relative motion of the particles is small, a closed
system of equations for the first-order kernels is derived. On the base of
its solution the equations for the averaged flow are obtained to the order
of approximation 0(6). It turns out that the viscosity of the averaged
continuum is governed by a formulae which is a generalization of the !'ellknown Einstein's formulae for the overall viscosity of dilute suspensions.
On the other hand, the relative motion of the particles generates additional
terms for the averaged pressure turning it into orthotropic tensor.

t.Introduction. In recent years developing the adequate statistical description of stochastic systems is drawn a vast scientific attention because of
its outstanding importance for a number of physical applications such as turbulence, heterogeneous flows and materials, random noises, etc.

~iener

(1]

originated a new approach adapting to the case of random functions - the
idea of Volterra for representation a functional into series with respect to
a given function. The basic function in ftiener's considerations is the
Gaussian random white noise. Since that the Wiener method is applied to a
variety of stochastic problems and it is proved to be a powerful tool for
handling them.
In most of the physical situation, however, the inhomogenities are
dilute and approximates as a rule the Poisson random function. This hints to
employ the Poisson random function as a basic function in the functional series.
l t is done in [2] where the name Poisson-lliener expansion is coined, bl.lt

the

outstanding place of the latter in modelling physical systems is only recently reveiled in (3] , where the appropriate technique is developed.
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The Poisson-Wiener method is applied to Burgers turbulence [3,4] ,
stochastic flow in plane channel [5,6] and overall heat conductivity of random
media with perfectly disordered constitution [7]
for the case of dilute suspensions is discussed
paper we consider an application of the

Performance of the method
in [8] . In the present

~oisson-~iener

method to the flow of

dilute emulsion and obtain a closed system of equations for the averaged
characteristics .
2 . Emulsion as an liquid with random transport coefficients density.
Let consider a suspension of equi-sized spherical droplets of radius
a, density p 1

,

and viscosity

!'r

a

which are randomly dispersed throughout a vis-

cous liquid of viscositY/'o and density

Po •

The ve locity of particle is

consi d ered to be non-random function varying the spatial coordinates. This
situation is attained when the particles are small and slow enough and therefore their motion through the liquid is virtually steady.
The surface tension is presumed large enough to keep a spherical shape
of the droplets. This is not to hard res tric tion since for small particles
the capil lary is considerable even for moderate magnitudes of surface tension.
So we investigate the emulsions

of droplets with spherical shape but 1.-i th

tangentially mobile surfaces .
Let also assume the characte ristic lenght of the flow to be much greater

a

than the radius

of a dro plet. This requirement is standart if the emulsion

has a continuous media. It must be pointed out that this limitation is not
specific for the stochastic approach, but it is helpful be cause it allows
to consider the locally isotropic stochastic fields.
Under the ab ove assumptions the emulsion can b e co nsidered as a
single-phase liquid with random coefficient of viscosity

.P

~

and random density

expressed as

( 2. 1)

I

p =Po . _ }3

( P,- .Po)

R

(2.2)

....

~

-..

f/=!'o.._/.(j'1 -f'0 ) h ( x-f)/(f)d
R3

where

. . . . --).
-.
h (X- f) .IT. f) d

_p0 ,p1 are the densities and

flo, l'r

3 ....

f
f,

J-+

viscosities of the continuous

and particulate phases, respectively. Henceforth the subscript N

3

of the

integrals shall be omitted when the integration is taken over the entire
space. In the above formulae it is adopted:
(2.3)

•

h (x; =
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o ,

.for
lor

JxJ~a
1xl >a ,

is called characteristic function of an inclusion. Obviously, the volume

~hich

o f a single particle is given by
V=

(2.4.)

I ...h

..

( X)

d

3 ...
X

•

Respectively,/ ( FJ is the so-called random density function [9] .

...

.f ( ~)

(2.5.)

.j}

with

'"~ ~ ...
=...;:.
u(f-~) ;

"

being the random positions at which the inclusions are placed. Nore

detailed description of this random function is given in the next section.
Here it is to be noted that (2.1)-(2.5) is a symbolic notation of the fact that

..P =.Po+ ~ <.P,-Po) h (1-

?iJ ;

'" ( l'r -!'o J h ( x...- Xj)
...
!' =/'o + "~
i.e. outside the

"
particles

'

''e have p::: Po ,

I' = l'o

and _p

=_p1

-inside

them.
In the present paper a theory of order of approximation O(C J is pursued,
since they are of higher order with respect to the concentration. lience,the
governing equations for an emuision are the stochastic Navier-Stokes equations
(2.7)

- tJiJ

...

...

...

...

p[Df+(U.l7}1/]=-17fl+ 17 (j-t r?U)+/

as well as,the stochastic equation of continuity
(2.8)

'i)p
F+

-

.

V'. (p U J =O

with random coefficients

_p,

M

, expres sed by (2.1) ans (2.2). Here U

the velocity vector, p- the pres s ure and

is

/-. - the external body forces.

3.The random density function. For the model proposed the only source
of stochasticity is the random density function (2.5.) which enters (2.1.).
This function was thoroughly studied by Stratonovich [9] who showed, that "·hen
~

are statistically independent then

/(~J

is a Poisson white random func-

tion for which holds the following
11e, (/ Uj )}

=J'

;

~1 <Hf1 J,.Iff2 J J :::.fO(~,._ ~:l
(3. 1 )

3e~(/rf,;",::.;/ r fn>J ·=·j.J'(f,-r2>

.. . g(r, - rn >,

where .i't'11 ( •, ... , •) denotes the n-th multipoint cumulant of a stochastic function
and

J'

is the mean value of/( f J

.

Here (3.1.) asserts that .:/( fJ

is delt a -

correlated up to infinite-order correlation function s(c umulants) . The first
co uple of the moments of/(fJ are
</{fJ> = t ;

(3.2)

< .f r F, u r fz; > =

,to (ft-

'f2J + J' 2

;

< / ( f, JJ ( fz J .1( ~J J > :::: f 0 ( f, - f 2 ) d( f, - f'J )+ J t 2 {0 (~- f 2)5 J + f

3

,
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• l,e re

{ . .. J

5

is tile symmetrisation operation.·

the centers of an inclusions form·a set of statistically indepen-

~hen

dent points the heterogeneous media is of Perfectly Disordered Constitution
(say PDC). The I-DC is an approximation to the real physical situation, but it
is fairly well observed in reality. In addition it is the best one, which can
bet if there is no information about the constitution of the media for details
see [7] •
Having now /Cfl one can calculate various averaged characteristics. In
this instance the volume fraction C

(volume concentration) of the particula-

te phase is

C=

(3.3)

where

<j h(x- "fJ/<fJ df

> =0 V ,

<• > denotes an ensamble averaging. Respectively

<p> =.Po+c ( p,-.PoJ
<ji > = f'o + c (jl1 -p0 )

(3.4)

An inoportant fact about the random density function is that it is an
implicit function of time
~in

t , because of the movement of the random points

space. As we agreed upon the requirement that the velocity of particles

is a non-random function then

dx.

if=

(3.4)

u,(.x,t) ,

wbere U1 is the representative local velocity of the particle centres.This
velocity is a weak function of the spatial coordinates X and of the time t
If

·rp is an arbitrari function of type (2.1)

(3.5)

then
(3.6)

"-here the derivative of.F( f J with respect to the "global" coordinate
ted in co

is neglec-

arison "lo'i th the "local " derivative. After some trivial manipulations

for the ti e deri v ative
(3.7}

X

arp _ f)t
o'l'o
w-

of~

I
-

we get

~·rrf/l(X -t}.:f ( f} df"

4.Representations for velocity and pressure fields.The very outlook of
(2.1),(2.2) hints to express the velocity and the pressure random fields in the
form
( 4.1}

(4. 2)

U=

p =p0 +}fl. <x-f)/CfJ df

where U0 and
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~+jil ( x-"fJ.I( fJ df=
p0

Ya+

= p0

~ /! ( X-Aj)

J

+~Q c x-J[j) ,
J

are imaginary velocity and pressure· in the liquid phase,

which would have taken place in the case when the particles are absent. One
should be warned that these quantities are not measurable and are not the
velocity and pressure of the liquid phase as it is understood in the twocontinuum theories. The last velocity and pressure can be easily related to
the above magnitudes, but this goes beyond the frame of the present paper.
Now let turo to measurable values. To ensemble averages of density and
velocity are
(4.3.)
(4.4.)

i.e. <p> and<

V>

are the mean-volume characteristics as it is called in the

two-continuum theories. An other important value is the averaged impuls
-+
-+
l ...
3
<pU>=<_p>U
+C<.fJ> J-yKrx;dx+(p
1 -.P0 JC
0

(4.5)

= <jJ> < ih + C(_fJ1 -p0 ) /
Vp

f

Krx)

d~

IT-+
3
VKcndx

10

.

TI1e second term in the right side is responsible for the momentum transfer
and due to the relative motion of the particles.
Having (4.5) and (4.3) one can define the mean-mass velocity as
-+
<.PV>
w=
- =
<p>

(4.6)

A-A
1

-+

0
<V>+C - <fl>

I -hrxJK(xJdx
v
1

3

-+

5. Eguations for the average characteristics.

.

Now we shall describe

a method to obtain equations for the averaged magnitudes • Let us start with
the equation of continuity (1.8). Obviously
'Up
f)

<w:>=w<P>

(5.1)

On the other hand

<JOU>

is given by (4.5) and as result the averaging equation

of continuity it means
v<.P >
...
(5.2.)
~ + V. (<_p> W) = 0
or

j) <p >

..

'

[

1

-+

3

~ + V. (<p><u>)=-V. C(jJ1 -p0 Jfvh(xJK{X)d x]

(5.3)

In the same manner we treat each of Navier-Stokes equations. It is
convenient to handle the following form

vpiJ

~+

v.

.. ..

...

...

(_puu) =-ll..P+ !l.(ftVVJ +.I.

The worst term in these equations is
· <pvii>= <.P><iJ><v> +<p>J3riJ,-i{;J(ii,-ligJ ,
where it is denoted briefly
~
3
~t'
.... -3
<j)>j3(U,-U0 )(U,-Ua)=
C<p> V/((X)K(X)dX+C(jJ
1 -jJ0 )/ Vh(x)KcxJKix)d X.
The coefficientj1 can be estimated after evaluating the correspohding integrals

...........

of

!'

...

Krx)
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Manipulating the viscous term in the similar manner after acknowledging
(5.2) we obtain that

<p>

( 5. 4)

s

:t;;

+

w. Y' w

... . . .

....

-I>

= 17.1-<p>-<p>ft(U,-Uo)(U,-Uo)

I vh(X) vrKrx;d x}
3

+ [}lo + (,P,-f'ol c] 17 < iJ > + (f',-f!o)C

The pequliar fact about these e quations is that the left-side contains the
mean-mass velocity as well as the right side - the mean-volume velocity. As a
result the system is coupled through (4.6) only if the kernels

Kcx) are speci-

fied.
6.Specifying the kernels. The main advantage of the method proposed

--

is that i t allows to deriv e a closed set of equations for the kernels K •
Following
'1'!0)

= ./(0)

[3,4]

we multiply each equation by the centered random variable

t

and then take th e average. Neglecting the derivatives

-

with respect to the global coordinates from Navier-Stokes set we obtain

[_p0 +(_p,-p0 Jh(xJ][<~-iJ,J.

(6.1)

vi?. 17rK]

=-!fQ+ (/,- Z Jh(XJ+ 17f. [[f0 + (jl1 -f10 )hW] VF K+(jl1 -f!0 )hrxJ. 17< U >} ,
and fro m continuity equation
- (f!,--.flo)J'U,·

(6. 2)

~,h(Xi-1-J' V. fp0 KrxJ+ (p,-p0 J h!xJKrxJ} = 0 .

These equations from a set in which it is easy to discern the Navier-+

-+

Stokes equation for the movement of a single drop with velocityU,-U0 through
a resting viscou s l iquid. llere should be me ntioned that the liquid is resting
only at the center of drop, i.e. th ere is no relative motion of the parti c le.
At the infinity, the liquid velocity is allowed to increase (decrease) linearly
since we agreed i n the above to consider only the locally isotropic fields.
A continuous along with its gradient solution of the differential
equations with dis continu ous coeffic ients
on the base of solution given in

-

(6.3)

/((X}=

Ex
Jk

XJ

[10 ] ,name l y

J{ -<X-thk+--·ycx(--+a5
xixk 5
a 3 a 5 )}
.

{ -EjkxJcx
where

(6.1) and (6.2) can be worked out

,.s r

,.z

rJ

,.s

,.for r>a;

for rfi a ,

are the components of vector

J, r;;: 1X/ , ex=

,u, )~'0
#, + T !lo

and

EJ. •
1

=

are compone nt s of the gr adient of the averaged flow (6.4) E. . V.<U>j•
Jl

J

On the base of (6 . 3) it is easy to calculate VK=-aE inside a particle and
therefore
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Introducing the latter into the viscous part of the righ t side of (5.4)
we obtain
(6.5)
7,Discussion. After the kernels are specified

in the previous section )

the equations (4.4) can be rewritten into the form :

( 7.1 )

iJW
~ fl')W=
-; 17. { -<p>'-<.JO>jl(V,-0J)(V,-V
~ . . . ... - )+j' *17<u>
-1>
t
<p>fit+(W.
0
1

with the effective coefficient of viscosity, given by (6.5) and
(7.2)

f! Jf =f'o

[

5
!+ yC

1',-flo
3

l't +2flo

J

I t is obvious that

(7.3)

!' ~ =J'0 (t +-fc) it l't

---+

00

which is the famous Einstein formula [11] • The other extreme
(7.4)
however, diff e rs from Einstei n' s result which tends to increase the overall
viscosity in comparison with the viscosity of the pure liquid when the concentration of the bubbles of an invisci d gas is increased. The latter seems
paradoxical at the time when the present result (7.4) predicts decreasing the
overall viscosity when the fraction occupied of the gas is increased.
The main conclusion of the present work is that the emulsion can b.e
considered as a viscous liquid with effective coefficient of viscosity presented
by (7.2). Another important conclusion can be drawn from (7.1), namely that
the emulsion is not an isotropic liquid. Rather it is an orthotropic one with
an axis of orthotropy represented by the vector (
sion stands the diadic <p> J3

( ii,- U0 ) ( U,-

iiuJ

ii,- u0

) •

For this conclu-

which is interpreted as ani-

sotropic pressure field. It is interesting to note that for the adopted
approximation of 0 (C) only the pressure becomes anisotropic . For higher
approximations, when the interaction between the drifting of particles and the
averaged flow gradient is to be acknowledged, then an anisotropic tensor of
viscosit y coeff ici ents is to be expected.
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BLPXY C'fATifCIWfECKATA TEOPI1fl HA EMYJICHI.fi'E
XpHCTO

H.

XpHCTOB

3a OfiHCaHHe Ha TeqenHeTO Ha pa3peAeHH eMYRCHH OT MarrKH C~epHqHH BHCKOJHH
KaHKH B~B BHCKOJHa HOCe~a ~aJa e npHRO~eH MeTO~T Ha 00yHKnHOHaRHHTe paJRO~eHHH
na cnyqaAHH OOynrouHH c noaconona 6aJHCHa 00ynrouHH (MeToA na noacon-BHHep ) . HanpaBeHH ca CTaHAapTHHTe npeAnOROllleHHH, q·e

KOHI.IeHTp~HHTa

Ha qaCTHliHTe e MMKa, qe

xapaKTepHHHT paJMep Ha TeqenHeTO e MHOro no-rORHM OT PaAHYCa Ha KanKHTe H qe
qHCROTO Ha PeAHORAC Ha OTHOCHTeRHOTO ABH~eHHe Ha C~epHTe e ManKO, fipH TeJH ycROBHH e nonyqena JaTBopeHa CHCTeMa ypaBHeHHH Ja n~pBHTe HApa Ha 00rUKnHOHanHOTO
paJRO~eHHe,

KOHTO e pemeHa H B peJynTaT Ca nonyqeHH ypaBHeHHHTa Ha ycpeAHeHOTO

ABHllleHHe Ha eMYRCHHTa, C TOqHOCT AO

n~pBH

peA Ha

anpOKCHM~HH

no

KOHI.IeHTp~HH

Ta BKnroqHTenHO, 0KaJBa Ce, qe BHCKOJHTe~T Ha ycpeAHeHHH KOHTHHYYM Ce noAqHHHlla Ha ~OPMYnaTa Ha TeRnop (o606l!leHile Ha HJBeCTHaTa diOpMYna Ha ARHI!IaRH Ja BHCKQJHTeTa Ha cycneHJHHTe), 0T CBOH CTpana, OTHOCHTeRHOTO AB~eHHe Ha qaCTHQHTe
npeAHJBHKBa fiOHBaTa Ha AOmRHJITenHH qneHOBe Ja HMHraHeTO Ha cpeAaTa KaTO I.{Hno,
npenp~~aAKH

31

ro B opToTponen TeHJop.

M aTeM&nfK& H M&TeM&TH'IecKo

o6pa30saaue
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